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Let’s grow together








Find your nearest day nursery






 

 

Or use current location
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Grandir UK




“to grow”




Hello! Welcome to Grandir UK. We’re the centre of a large family tree of over 80 nurseries based across the UK. Our name comes from the French word ‘grandir’ that means ‘to grow’ which inspires our key purpose and vision to grow and nurture our children, our people and our business.
Whichever nursery you choose for your little one, we work collaboratively with our families to ensure every single child in our care experiences the best start in life, encouraging them to flourish and grow to shape their future years.










	We help prepare children for life with our educational programmes and our ME Model.
	We recognise the clear link between well-qualified, enthusiastic staff and high-quality childcare.
	Since 1998, we have grown to over 80 settings across the UK, with a wealth of experience in early years.











Our story











Our ME Model




Our commitment to providing exceptional care and education for our children is embedded in our DNA through our ‘ME Model’. Click on our ME Model icons to read more.






Inspire me
Protect me
Encourage me
Nurture me
Educate me
Empower me
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closeDemonstrate

Learn and play with me at my level

Engage and interact with me

Show joy in your work and have fun with me

Notice

Observe me to find out how I like to learn

Provide experiences that respond to my likes, fascinations and enquiries

Act

Show me that you take pride in my environment and resources

Share the joy of learning and discovery with me
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closeDemonstrate

Be present and alert at all times

Supervise me, giving me time and space to discover

Notice

Adhere to the policies that keep me and you safe

Stay vigilant when I am eating, sleeping and playing

Act

Involve me when you risk assess my indoor and outdoor areas

Help me manage my own risk
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closeDemonstrate

Smile and have a positive approach to my learning

Be patient with me as I experiment and explore

Notice

Build my resilience by celebrating my successes

Give me sensitive guidance that I can understand when I struggle

Act

Explore, problem solve and experiment alongside me

Provide materials that ignite my curiosity, imagination and creativity
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closeDemonstrate

Give me your time and attention so that I can flourish in your care

Notice

Recognise when I need your comfort

Know my unique needs and the support I might need

Act

Know and involve my family – celebrate my heritage

Embed inclusivity, diversity and equality in all your plans
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closeDemonstrate

Skilfully intervene to give me appropriate challenges and help me progress

Notice

Understand what I know and can do

Use teaching strategies that help build my skills and knowledge

Act

Create a flexible, inviting learning environment, indoors and outdoors

Provide areas for busy action and quiet reflection
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closeDemonstrate

Support me as I try things for myself

Respect my choices and decisions

Hear my voice

Notice

Help me to start regulating my own behaviour

Give me consistent boundaries so I can become independent and confident

Act

Give me responsibility

Consult with me when planning my learning space and opportunities
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A glimpse of our nurseries




Swipe to see our photos
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My little one is excited for nursery each day and always come home with a smile.



C N, Father of child
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Attend an open day




Choosing a day nursery is one of the most important decisions a parent will have to make and we would like to ensure you have everything you need to make that decision.




View our Open Days













Parent hub




Visit our hub full of learning activities, play ideas and nutritious recipes for you and your little one to try at home. All approved by our early years specialist teams and designed to aid development.
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Food and nutrition

Explore our nutritious and tasty recipes.

More on food
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Activities

Take a look at our fun and educational activities.

More on activities
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Health and safety




Your child’s safety is our top priority, that is why every nursery includes safety and security features alongside protocols. Our nurseries also have their own kitchens to ensure our children receive freshly cooked food, created on site every day to meet all dietary requirements.




More on health and safety








Read our blog




Swipe to see our latest articles
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8 Apr 2024

Blog

Read
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View all blogs
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Work with us




Nurture the unique potential in every child and help inspire a lifelong love of learning with an exciting, rewarding career at Grandir UK.




Benefits of working with us




	
Heavily discounted childcare


	
Staff referral scheme


	
A wellbeing day


	
A healthcare cashback plan




And much more!




Visit Careers








Work with us




Nurture the unique potential in every child and help inspire a lifelong love of learning with an exciting, rewarding career at Grandir UK.
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Benefits of working with us
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Visit Careers












 Every employee, at every level, has a voice and is heard.



Nursery Team Leader











Find your
perfect role
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Find a job near you






 

 

Or use current location
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Copyright © 2007-23 Grandir UK Limited, all rights reserved.
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